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ABSTRACT: 

High speed and low power multiplier circuits are highly 
demanded in VLSI design. In this paper, a new approach 
for high speed and low power multiplier design with 
less number of gate counts is proposed.  In the Ripple 
Counter–based multiplier design, the number of 
computational clock cycles is reduced to n for n * n 
multiplication where n is the word length or the 
number of bits, which was 2n in the conventional CSAS 
multiplier. The Ripple Carry Adder (RCA) in the 
Counter-based design is replaced with Kogge-Stone 
adder (KSA) for reducing the average connection delay. 
For reducing the total equivalent gate count and power, 
the full adder with alternate logic is implemented along 
with KSA in the multiplier architecture. In our paper, 
27.21% and 31.53% of the total power has been 
reduced for unsigned and signed number multiplication 
respectively. 

Keywords: Binary multiplication, Kogge-stone 
adder, Partial product, Ripple counters, Serial 
multiplier. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Multipliers are generally the slowest element in the 
system and the performance of the system or a chip is 
generally determined by the performance the 
multiplier. The speed of multiply operation is of great 
importance in digital signal processing as well as in the 
general purpose processors. Parallel multipliers are 
popular for their high speed of operation. The cost of 
hardware is the drawback in long word length 
multiplication using parallel multipliers. It also 
consumes more power in such a case. In public key  
cryptography like RSA encryption and decryption, 
integer  multiplications of 1024 bits are specific [1]. 

A full precision bit-serial multiplier was introduced by 
Straderetal [2] for unsigned numbers. A full-precision 

scheme for 2’s complement numbers has been 
presented in [3].  This multiplier for n-bit operands 
requires 2n clocks and 2n number of five-input adder 
modules.   A serial multiplier and a squarer with no 
latency cycles are presented in [4] and algorithms for 
serial squarer’s and serial/serial multipliers were 
derived in [5]. The signed multiplication technique was 
proposed in the year 1950 which is applicable for both 
the signs [6]. This is a technique where binary numbers 
of both the sign can be multiplied by a uniform process.  

Multiplication involves 2 basic operations: the 
generation of the partial product and their 
accumulation. Baugh-Wooley Multiplier is used for both 
unsigned and signed number multiplication [7], [8]. 
Serial accumulation of unsigned binary numbers by 
high speed 1’s counters is proposed in [12].  

Multiplication process consists of three stages of 
operation, the generation of partial products (PPs), the 
reduction of PPs  and the final carry-propagation 
addition [13]. Unlike the conventional CSAS 
architecture, the critical path is found only along the 
AND gates [16]. The rows of the partial product can be 
generated in n clock cycles instead of 2n clock  cycles 
and hence delay is reduced. Column compression  
technique is used for reducing the height of the partial 
product  tree height. Thus, the numbers of 
computational cycles are  reduced. Moreover, the 
counters change states only when input is ‘1’, which 
leads to low switching power. Adder is one of the most 
important components of a CPU (Central Processing 
Unit). Fast adders are necessary in ALUs, for computing 
memory  addresses. Full-adders are important  
components in other applications such as digital signal  
processors (DSP) architectures and microprocessors.  

Kogge-stone adder is called as parallel prefix adder.  It is 
the  common design for high-performance adders in 
industry. It is  considered as the fastest adder as the 
computation time taken  by this adder is  O (log n)  time 
[20].The logic-level  implementation of the basic cells 
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used in parallel-prefix  adders is described in [22]. The 
basic structure of 8-bit radix-2  Kogge-Stone adder 
(KSA) described here operates on the  principle of block 
propagate (p) and block generate (g).Adder  is one of 
the most important components of a CPU (Central  
Processing Unit).  A number of fast adders like carry-
skip adder, carry-select  adder and carry look-ahead 
adders have been proposed in the  past . Optimization of 
adders can be done at logic-level or circuit level. Logic-
level optimization involves  rearranging the Boolean    
equations so that a faster or  smaller even less power 
consumption circuit is obtained.   

II. DESIGN METHODOLOGY: 

2.  THE CSAS SERIAL MULTIPLIER 

Data accumulation is carried out using carry save adder  
(CSA). These multipliers are based on carry-save add-
and-shift (CSAS) architecture. Both signed and unsigned 
multiplication involves AND gates, full adders and D flip  
flops. AND gates are used to multiply the serially loaded 
data. Full adders are employed for addition of PP.  The 
critical path  is along the D flip flop and the AND gates. 
DFFs below the FA are used for the storage of carry that 
is generated by the  FA. The adjacent DFFs are used for 
shifting of the sum which is the result of the FA.  

2.1  Unsigned multiplication 

At the first clock cycle, y0 is loaded to all the AND gates 
and  x0,..,xn-1are loaded to their respective AND gates. 
Addition is performed simultaneously by FA. The sum is 
stored in the adjacent DFF and in the next clock cycle, 
carry is saved in the DFF below. The same is repeated 
for all operand bits in the following clock cycles. After 
2n clock cycles, the product P is obtained. A ‘0’ at the 
MSB side is used for reset, before loading a new set of 
operands. 

 

Fig 1 Unsigned CSAS serial-parallel multiplier 

2.2  Signed multiplication 

The operation is similar to unsigned multiplication 
except that  it involves a bit Q and another EX-OR gate.Q 

stores the MSB  of the operands, which is the signed bit 
that is EX-ORed with  the multiplicand. The result of EX-
OR is then ANDed with y0 . Then the product P is 
obtained as in unsigned multiplication. In this method, 
data accumulation is done using CSA. The critical path is 
along the AND gates, FA’s and DFF’s. The disadvantage 
of this CSA based accumulation is it takes 2n 
computational cycles to compute the product. 

 

                   Fig 2 Signed CSAS serial-parallel multiplier 

3.  THE RIPPLE COUNTER BASED 
SERIAL MULTIPLIER USING RIPPLE 
CARRY ADDER 

Asynchronous counter-based data accumulation is 
introduced in our method to overcome the drawbacks 
of CSA based  accumulation. 

3.1 Ripple counter-based accumulation 

Accumulator is an adder that adds the current input 
with the  value that is already stored in its internal 
register.  Mathematically, accumulation of n integers xi 
for i=0, 1, n-1,  can be given by 

                     

where S is the sum. Asynchronous counters are also 
called as  ripple  counters. Here, the DFFs are used for 
storage. The clock input to the first DFF in a 3 bit 1’s 
counter is the AND ed output of the clock signal and 
input. The clock for the  successive DFF’s is driven by 
the output of its preceding  DFF.When a new operand is  
loaded, the counter gets  incremented if a ‘1’ is present 
in the bit position,  corresponding to that column. At the 
end of n clock cycles,  the counters outputs are 
accumulated in the latching register. These 1’s counters 
are called as accumulators. 
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                 Fig 3 Architecture of 3-bit 1’s counter 

3.2 Ripple counter-based 
multiplication  scheme 

Two serial inputs are considered, one starting from the 
LSB  and the other from the MSB, for generating the 
individual row  of partial products. The product  P of 
two n-bit unsigned  binary numbers X and Y is obtained 
as follows: 

 

Where xi  and yi are the ith and jth bits of X and Y 
respectively,  with 0 being the LSB. To form the PP 
matrix, the multiplier  and the multiplicand  is ANDed. 
To reduce the height of the  PP matrix, column to row 
transformation is performed using  1’s counters. The 
length of the counters varies according to the column 
height of the PP matrix which gets incremented from  1 
to n and then reduces to 1. One row of PPs is generated 
in  each cycle. The partial products so formed are 
counted column  wise for the number of ones. x and y 
are the multiplier and multiplicand bits respectively  
that are loaded serially. Two clocks, clk1 and clk2 are  
employed to synchronize  the data flow.Clk2 is derived 
from  clk1 to drive the latching register. 

          

 

                       Fig 4 Counter based multiplication 
scheme 

Clk1 is given to AND gates in order to make sure that 
their  outputs have no glitches. The latching  register is 
used in  between the counter and the adder stages to 
prevent spurious  transitions. There are 3 stages in 
addition: half adder (HA), full adder (FA) and ripple 
carry adder (RCA).The first 2 adders form the carry 
save adder (CSA) unit. The product of multiplication is 
produced in parallel by the final RCA. The architecture 
of Counter-based architecture for serial unsigned 
multiplication is shown in  Fig  7.x and y bits are loaded 
serially and are shifted left and right respectively at the  
successive clock cycles using DFFs.  The ANDed output 
is then given as input to its corresponding  1’s counter. 
If a ‘1’ is at the output of the AND gate, the  counter 
changes its state at the rising edge of the clock. The  
counter outputs are accumulated in the latching register 
at the end of n clock cycles. Now, the PP matrix should 
further be reduced which is performed by the adder 
blocks present below the latching register to obtain the 
product. Baugh-Wooley algorithm is followed for signed 
multiplication. In this algorithm, the MSB of each row 
and the  last row in PP matrix are complemented, except 
the MSB of  the last row. The architecture of Counter-
based architecture for serial signed multiplication  is 
shown in  Fig  6.A ‘1’ is added to the immediate left 
column of middle column. An inverter for 
complementing some PP is present in the  multiplier 
block. Now the PPs are added as usual and the other 
operations are same as unsigned multiplier. 

4.  THE RIPPLE COUNTER BASED 
SERIAL MULTIPLIER USING KOGGE-
STONE ADDER 

In both the above multiplier architectures the final 
product is  computed by the Ripple carry adder (RCA). A 
number of fast  adders like carry-skip adder, carry-
select adder and carry look-ahead adders have been 
proposed in the  past  [21],  [23]-[28]. Kogge-Stone 
adders (KSA) are popular choice in high speed ALU 
design due to its faster operation, regular structure and 
balanced loading in internal nodes compared to other  
sparse tree adders. 

 

Fig5 Architecture for counter based serial unsigned  
multiplier 
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Fig 6 Architecture for counter based serial signed 
multiplier 

It is one of the parallel prefix adder structures. In  Fig  4, 
RCA  is replaced by KSA for improved performance. In 
this section, first we briefly discuss the design, 
operation and general  properties of KSA. In KSA, the 
carries are computed fast by  computing them in 
parallel. KSA belongs to the family of fastest parallel 
prefix adders  with complexity of log2 N (where N is the 
width of the adder)  meaning thereby that the addition 
can be done in log2 N stages.  

The basic structure of 8-bit radix-2 Kogge-Stone adder 
[22] is  illustrated in  Fig 7. It operates on the principle 
of block  propagate (p) and block generate (g) [23]. The 
block  propagate determines whether the input carry 
can propagate  through the block of bits or not. The 
block generate  determines if the block of bits can 
generate a carry or not. 

If a and b are input operands of the adder, the  
propagate/generate and carry in (Ci)/carry out (Ci+1) 
are related as follows 

Pi= ai  XOR bi ; gi = ai . bi; ci+1 =  gi +pi ci 

In absence of carry input to the adder core (i.e., C-1= 0), 
the  generate signal become the carry inputs for the 
intermediate  carry computations. In 8-bit  KSA, the 
carry is computed in k=3stages. The logic-level 
implementation of the basic cells  used in parallel-prefix 
adders are shown in Fig 8.The average connection delay 
in the multiplier architecture due to KSA is reduced and 
is expressed in terms of Nano seconds. 

 

Fig 7 The basic structure of 8-bit radix-2 Kogge-
Stone  adder 

 

 

                 

 

Fig 8 The logic-level implementation of the basic 
cells used  in parallel-prefix adders 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the CSAS multiplier, the inputs has to pass through 
AND  gate, Full adder and DFF. The critical path delay 
exists along these units. This technique requires 2n 
clock cycles for computation. In the counter-based 
multiplier,  the critical path  delay exists in only one 
AND gate of the counter. Hence it  requires n clock 
cycles for computation [16]. 8*8  multiplication has 
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been performed for both the techniques.  The 
simulation results have been compared using Modelsim 
10.0b. The average connection delay in the multiplier 
architecture due to KSA is reduced and is expressed in 
terms of Nano seconds. The delay report is obtained by 
simulating the code in Xilinx ISE simulator.The total 
equivalent gate count and the total power consumed in 
milli Watt using the full adder structure in Kogge Stone 
adder based multiplier unit are analyzed using Xilinx 
ISE simulator. 

Parameter   
CSAS 
multiplier  
Ripple 
Counter 

based multiplier Parameter   CSAS 
multiplier  Ripple 
Counter 

Number 
ofclock 
cycles 

Unsigned signed Unsigned signed 

16 16 8 8 

 

Table 1 Comparison results of number of clock 
cycles 

Parameter   
Ripple 
counter  

based multiplier  with RCA 

Average connection  

delay(nano 
seconds) 

Unsigned signed Unsigned signed 

1.597   1.364   1.462   1.343 

Table 2Comparison results of average connection 
delay 

6. CONCLUSION: 

In our paper, 8 * 8 multiplication is performed. The 
product is obtained in 8 computational clock cycles. 
Using Kogge-stone  adder, it can be concluded that the 
average connection delay   of the design is reduced. The 
total equivalent gate count for  the design is also 
reduced using the alternate logic of full  adder. 27.21% 
and 31.53% of the total power has been  reduced for 
unsigned and signed number multiplication 
respectively. Thus high speed and low power serial 
multiplier with less number of gate counts has been 
designed. n * n multiplication can also be performed. 
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